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1) A cookie company held a poll asking customers their favorite type of
cookie. 415 people said chocolate chip, 774 said oatmeal and 803
said raisin. What is the combined number of votes for those three
cookies?

2) An apple orchard was split into three sections. The first had 218 trees,
the second had 217 and the last had 394. How many trees were there
total in the orchard?

3) At the bank, a customer turned in 803 dimes, 948 nickels and 175
quarters. What is the total number of coins the customer turned in?

4) For a new year's party 346 red balloons, 303 green balloons and 424
white balloons were used. What is the total number of balloons used?

5) Paige was looking through some old photo albums. The first had 377
pics, the second had 752 and the last had 439. How many pictures
were there total?

6) While playing a trivia game, Team A scored 927 points, Team B
scored 360 points and Team C scored 515 points. How many points
were scored total?

7) A chef was buying different soups. She bought 691 cans of chicken
soup, 184 cans of mushroom soup and 942 cans of tomato soup. How
many can of soup did she buy all together?

8) In one month a furniture store sold 185 plastic chairs, 590 wooden
chairs and 302 metal chairs. How many chairs did they sell total?

9) Three friends were counting the number of texts they sent in a month.
Alex sent 156, Sam sent 455 and Jessie sent 607. What is the
combined amount of texts the three friends sent?

10) Three friends were counting the amount of candy the scored for
Halloween. James received 521 pieces, Dan received 207 pieces and
Will received 151 pieces. What is the combined amount that all 3
received?

1. 1,992

2. 829

3. 1,926

4. 1,073

5. 1,568

6. 1,802

7. 1,817

8. 1,077

9. 1,218

10. 879

     

Solve each problem.
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1) A cookie company held a poll asking customers their favorite type of
cookie. 415 people said chocolate chip, 774 said oatmeal and 803
said raisin. What is the combined number of votes for those three
cookies?

2) An apple orchard was split into three sections. The first had 218 trees,
the second had 217 and the last had 394. How many trees were there
total in the orchard?

3) At the bank, a customer turned in 803 dimes, 948 nickels and 175
quarters. What is the total number of coins the customer turned in?

4) For a new year's party 346 red balloons, 303 green balloons and 424
white balloons were used. What is the total number of balloons used?

5) Paige was looking through some old photo albums. The first had 377
pics, the second had 752 and the last had 439. How many pictures
were there total?

6) While playing a trivia game, Team A scored 927 points, Team B
scored 360 points and Team C scored 515 points. How many points
were scored total?

7) A chef was buying different soups. She bought 691 cans of chicken
soup, 184 cans of mushroom soup and 942 cans of tomato soup. How
many can of soup did she buy all together?

8) In one month a furniture store sold 185 plastic chairs, 590 wooden
chairs and 302 metal chairs. How many chairs did they sell total?

9) Three friends were counting the number of texts they sent in a month.
Alex sent 156, Sam sent 455 and Jessie sent 607. What is the
combined amount of texts the three friends sent?

10) Three friends were counting the amount of candy the scored for
Halloween. James received 521 pieces, Dan received 207 pieces and
Will received 151 pieces. What is the combined amount that all 3
received?
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1) A cookie company held a poll asking customers their favorite type of cookie. 415 people
said chocolate chip, 774 said oatmeal and 803 said raisin. What is the combined number of
votes for those three cookies?

2) An apple orchard was split into three sections. The first had 218 trees, the second had 217
and the last had 394. How many trees were there total in the orchard?

3) At the bank, a customer turned in 803 dimes, 948 nickels and 175 quarters. What is the
total number of coins the customer turned in?

4) For a new year's party 346 red balloons, 303 green balloons and 424 white balloons were
used. What is the total number of balloons used?

5) Paige was looking through some old photo albums. The first had 377 pics, the second had
752 and the last had 439. How many pictures were there total?

6) While playing a trivia game, Team A scored 927 points, Team B scored 360 points and
Team C scored 515 points. How many points were scored total?

7) A chef was buying different soups. She bought 691 cans of chicken soup, 184 cans of
mushroom soup and 942 cans of tomato soup. How many can of soup did she buy all
together?

8) In one month a furniture store sold 185 plastic chairs, 590 wooden chairs and 302 metal
chairs. How many chairs did they sell total?

9) Three friends were counting the number of texts they sent in a month. Alex sent 156, Sam
sent 455 and Jessie sent 607. What is the combined amount of texts the three friends sent?

10) Three friends were counting the amount of candy the scored for Halloween. James received
521 pieces, Dan received 207 pieces and Will received 151 pieces. What is the combined
amount that all 3 received?

1,073 1,926 1,802 1,568 829

1,992 879 1,077 1,817 1,218

1. 1,992

2. 829

3. 1,926

4. 1,073

5. 1,568

6. 1,802

7. 1,817

8. 1,077

9. 1,218

10. 879
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